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the hills are left to themselves they will rapidly recover.
In parts of the Salt Range, where the common land has been
divided and every man has put a dr^y-stone wall round
his share, the erosion lias stopped altogether in five or six
years and the ground is already covered with a mat of grass
and shrubs. Wherever complete closure has been applied
in the Siwaliks of Hoshiarpur the hills have recovered their
forest in a generation.
The land in the plains below, which has been cut away
or covered with sand, cannot be reclaimed so easily; but
even there it is only a matter of time and organized effort1
for the soil to be brought back to crops. Once the run-off
from the hills has been brought under control, work can
start in the plains. Sarkanda grass, nard* and bana? are
planted, then comes a crop of trees—shisham, mango or
whatever else will grow—and in this way from both banks
flood-resisting vegetation is built out into the sandy waste
until the stream is confined to a narrow central channel
where it soon scours a deeper bed for itself and ceases to
wander over the face of the countryside. Meanwhile, as
the soil recovers, some of the land can be put under crops
behind the protective belt of grass and trees, and in time
the fertility of the land is steadily restored. There is also
profit to be had from fruit and, provided it is very carefully
controlled, from the felling of timber trees.
Counter-erosion work is not uneconomic, and in general
the reclothing4 of the hillsides with vegetation contributes
immensely to the welfare of the hillmen. In fact continued
1 An excellent opportunity for co-operative enterprise.
- Apluda varia
 3	Viiex negundo
 4	In   the   United   Provinces   a   wonderful   system   combining
reafforestation with cultivation has been developed for level forest
land.   See Bulletin No. 10, United Provinces Department Taungyas
of Saharanpur Forest Division 1937.

